Abstract-On one hand, redundant pages could increase searching burden of the search engine. On the other hand, they would lower the user's experience. So it is necessary to deal with the pages. To achieve near-replicas detection, most of the algorithms depend on web page content extraction currently. But the cost of content extraction is large and it is difficult. What's more, it becomes much harder to extract web content properly. This paper addresses these issues through the following ways: it gets the definition of the largest number of common character by taking antisense concept of edit distance; it suggests that the feature string of web page built by a previous Chinese character of period in simple processing text; and it utilizes the largest number of common character to calculate the overlap factor between the feature strings of web page. As a consequence, this paper hopes to achieve near-replicas detection in high noise environment, avoiding extracting the content of web page. The algorithm is proven efficient in our experiment testing: the recall rate of web pages reaches 96.7%, and the precision rate reaches 97.8%.
I. INTRODUCTION
The duplicate web pages and near-duplicate web pages are increasing on the Internet, because of the Internet users' coping, altering the web pages at discretion, secondary integrating and modifying the articles. For the large duplication of the information, it is difficult to improve the precision of search results and it is also impossible to provide the user high experience services. And it would increase the burden on the search engines. For example, the web pages which contain the same information with different links would reduce the query efficiency of inverted index, and increase the maintenance costs of inverted index. Therefore, to identify duplicate and near-duplicate web pages, it provides necessary basis in the process of the Internet ordering to achieve information removing and integration, and it increases the recall rate and precision rate of search engines by raising effective information content in search result.
All this, rapid development of the Internet technology, fierce competition among the Internet companies and increasing requirements for the Internet service users, contribute to the web page noise rising rapidly that the layout of a web page from simple to heavy and complicated. The costs of page content extracting are out of proportion to the precision of extracting. That is the reason why classical algorithm is failure and the complexity of the current algorithm is increased. This paper selects the feature string coming from the body of the web page content ranges as far as possible by analyzing the component of web page. To avoid the extraction of the body of the page content, it introduces edit distance algorithm to decrease the impact of noise.
II. RELATED WORK
Boder put forward the DSC((Digital Syntactic Clustering) to detect the near-duplicate web pages [1] . In the DSC, a paper is composed by several shingles, and it decides the duplicate pages by calculating the number of same shingles in text. This algorithm has fewer comparisons than comparison of full-text, but its efficiency is low. Later, Boder put forward an improved algorithm named DSC-SS(Super Shingle) [2] . The DSC-SS merges several shingles to a super shingle, and it calculates the hash value of the super shingles. But the efficiency is still lower to deal with the large scale web pages.
Narayanan Shivakumar and Hector Garcia-Molina offer a block signature based approach which then is use for Google [3] . The algorithm partitions a paper to chunks in unit of word, sequence, sentence, paragraph or full text. A paper is expressed by several 32-bit hash values which are output of every single chunk. The advantages of the algorithm are flexible partition and efficiency querying. And the disadvantage is it needs to update index frequently.
The I-Match filters the shingles [4] , and it gets a MD5 value by inputting shingles. The signature results are unstable, for the shingle frequency in all documents is unstable. Based on I-Match, A. Kołcz and A. Chowdhury offer an improved I-Match with lexicon randomization to raise the stability of signature [5] .
Wu PingBo put forward a duplicated web pages of Chinese algorithm based on string of feature code [6] . The way not only utilizes page content but also the structure of the page text. But the difference order of the text sections or loss of paragraphs has a great influence on the result.
Wei LiXia and Zheng JiaHeng study a text structure based approach [7] . The main idea is to generate a structure tree relying on the page structure. The way has high recall and precision on the mirroring pages detection. But it is complex and lower efficiency. The most important is it needs to maintenance the structure trees in the larger space.
A text structure and extraction of long sentences based approach [8] is suggested by Hang Ren at al. The way extracts the feature from the content dynamically and it calculates the fingerprint hierarchically to ensure the efficiency. It gets the node fingerprint to ensure the robustness based on the algorithm of long sentences extraction. But the way is complex and expensive on memory.
Cao Yujuan put forward a concept and semantic network based approach [9] . This algorithm has a better time and a space complexity, and it does not rely on the corpus. But the key concept identification is difficult in the short page processing. It reduces the recall and precision.
Cheng and An forward a feature words based approach [10] to detect the duplicate news web pages. The algorithm constitutes the feature words group by picking up the highest frequency words from seven categories of part-of-speech. The disadvantage of the algorithm is it only can detect the article which is written in standard grammar.
The literature [11] tests the effectiveness of three early duplicated detection algorithms --approximate string matching, space vector and SCAM, and it applies these algorithms to the OCR duplicated detection in the Internet. The literature [12] analysis the detection way and technology of various text copy detection systems before 2003, and it compares the similarities and differences in the key technology of this systems. The literature [13] studies the interaction between several important parameters of the duplicate document recognition algorithm. It divides the detection ways into shingle based approach and term based approach, and it points out that the selection criteria and basis of common hash functions used in algorithm. The literature [14] analysis and summarizes the present research situation of the duplicated web pages detection technology in China.
The detection algorithm based on different principle can be divided into three classes. The first class is that it partitions a paper to several special units. Then these algorithms compare the units or the hash values of the units. This class can be easily implemented, but its efficiency is low and it is easily affected by noise. The second class is that it constructs a structure tree of every page and compares the structure trees. These algorithms have higher recall and precision, but they are complicate to implement and the efficiency is low. The third class is that it extracts the feature of the page and compares the features. These algorithms can be easily implemented and its efficiency is high, but how to accurately extract the feature is hard. If the algorithm were not perfect, there would be noise in the feature.
III. THE DEFINITION OF DUPLICATED AND NEAR-DUPLICATED PAGES
It is assumed that there are two articles A and B which represents the paragraph collection respectively. The expression C A B = ∩ means the intersection of A and B , which exclude individual words or symbols differences arising differences between the paragraphs. When the pages which A and B represents are duplicate or near-duplicate pages, the possible values of C shown in figure 1: 
IV. THE DESIGN OF EDIT DISTANCE BASED APPROACH
The content of article is important in page detection. The feature strings which are extracted from an article must reflect the content in the possible shortest length. Because of the page layout or human modifications, there would be some kinds of noise in the duplicate pages. The consistency of feature string extraction rules will lead to noise contained in the feature string inevitably. In this case, it needs some kind of evaluation rules to reduce the sensitivity of algorithm to the noise.
A. The Minimum Edit Distance
The edit distance [15] is used to compare the similarity of two strings, and it was raised by levenshtein in 1966. The basic idea is that smaller the distance between two strings, the more similar the two strings.
It is assumed that the n is the length of string Sour , and the m ( ) m n ≥ is the length of string Dest . Definition 1: The minimum edit distance ( , ) edit Sour Dest means the minimum number of conversion operations that change string Sour to string Dest . There are three conversion operations:
Change a character; Insert a character; Delete a character.
There is a following properties between n , m , and ( , ) edit Sour Dest :
The definition one explains that the minimum number of operations needed when change the shorter string to the longer string. The property one indicates the range of minimum edit distance from two special cases: the shorter string is a subsequence of the longer string, and the shorter string and the longer string are totally different. The minimum edit distance is calculation the changing number of characters, and the unchanging number of characters can come through the minimum edit distance calculation. Therefore, it gets following definition: 
B. The Extraction of Feature String
Generally, there are following sections to compose a public Chinese web page: navigation bar, text, comments, related links, advertisements and copyright information. Through analyzing the Chinese web pages, it founds that the navigation bar is made up of several individual word; the related links are simple words or article titles; the advertisement also is a simple sentence; the copyright information is made up of two to three short sentences. The period which is at the end of a sentence is very rare, or does not appear in these parts, and the period is a high frequency of punctuation in Chinese. Therefore, the period is a symbol of character strings.
As shown in figure 2 , in the character string extraction, it only extracts a Chinese character before the period. If there is not a Chinese character before the period, such as other punctuations, English character or digit, it will not be extracted. The HTML source code is written in a certain order. The content from different part is not be nested. So, after cleaning the web label, the saved text from different part cannot be nested. It reflected in feature string is the Chinese words coming from same part are together.
C. The Design of Evaluation Function of Multiplicity
The extraction of feature strings is based on containing content and out of content to implement. There may be some noise in feature strings. Therefore the study uses the largest common number of characters to measure the fuzziness of web page. 
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
This research collects 998 web pages randomly from the Internet and identifies duplicate pages artificially.
The correctness standard of algorithm evaluation adopts recall and precision. It is defined as follows:
the The total consuming time of key steps in web page duplicate is shown in table 2. The edit distance solving is the main cost in the process of comparing feature strings. This paper adopts traditional dynamic programming algorithm which the time complexity is ( ) O m n × . To improve the efficiency of this algorithm, it can use improved edit distance for solving scheme; or use map/reduce model in clusters for simultaneously calculating the edit distance of multiple feature strings. 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper achieves fuzzy match of feature strings under the influence of noise by introducing the concept of the edit distance, taking the antisense concept of edit distance to get the concept of the largest common number of characters, and limiting proportion of the public number of characters in its original feature string. With the help of the text content of a Web page and Web page layout features, this paper selects the period as the tag of characters in feature string to make the content accounting for a large proportion in feature string as much as possible. This article avoids extraction of the Web page content by the above two points. This algorithm has simple structure with very strong parallelism, in cluster environment [16] can speed up the algorithm efficiency; with the help of psychological trend of network [17] and the Chinese word cloud technologies [18] , it lays the groundwork for the subsequent processing of mass information, such as, weighting links [19] , web page classification [20] , and ranking web documents [21] . When there is no period or there are all pictures in article, this algorithm is invalid, because the length of feature string is insufficient or the characters of feature string are all noise. 
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